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Abstract 

“You are confused into believing these conditions are set in place to enlighten users, as opposed 

to defending companies”, said Albert Gidari, the conferring administrator of privacy at the 

Stanford Centre for Internet and Society. 

It is common to access an abundance of services and applications, each with long terms and 

conditions assertion and a one-click "accept" choice. Frequently clients acknowledge these 

specifications ordinarily while never perusing the authoritative commitments, not to mention 

understanding their points of interest. The goal of this venture is to: find and present realities and 

clarifications to demonstrate and confirm this issue and discover/carry out an answer that can be 

utilized to address this matter unquestionably. The first statement outlines a research component 

to this undertaking. The subsequent statement has both a research component and a methodology 

involving the processes of the software development lifecycle. This work executes a novel 

structure that follows a hybrid approach which is an automated text summarization application that 

can convert long, legalese, difficult-to-comprehend, terms and policies to summarized, English 

discourse; utilizing natural language processing, which will dramatically decrease the reading time 

of these legalese documents. Furthermore, it will likewise distinguish the presence and provide 

special attention regarding class activity waivers. The framework was assessed by domain 

specialists notwithstanding the precision, execution, and adaptability testing performed. 

The fundamental reality of the situation of the current world is technology is moving at a quicker 

speed than laws are being made and individuals' personal privacy and liberty are beginning to get 

lost in the uproar. 
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